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Cutting and skinning
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Fixing the templates
The first step is to determine where the chord line of the thicker or
the two templates must be positioned. Measure the height H of the
chord line above the lowermost paint of the deeper template (Fig.
14.12), and add 3/16" [or whatever value your block allows for the
thiokn666 of externel w66te W1), Take the neareat approximation that;
can be made to this sum in multiples of some ready-ta-hand thin wood
[e.g. 1/32" ply) and construct a small stack of oddment5 of bal58 and
ply - it is not necessary to glue them together - to make up this thick
ness. For example, take a chord line at 7/64" above the bottom edge
of the template; adding 3/16" gives 19/64", which can be rounded
up to 5/8" or down to 9/32". Rounding up will leave less space
between the panels, down will reduce the thickness of the external
waste, but in each case by an inconsequential amount unless you are
working with a block barely thick enough, in which case choose

which is which, it is a good idea while marking out also to mark one or
other edge of the block to avoid confusion later. A finished block is
shown in Figul'e 14.11.

Cutting the Block to SizeFigure 14.9

Cutting and skinning the wings
Just to remind you, we are dealing initially with a simple one-piece full
chord wing with no spars and with a single centrally situated servo
operating the ailerons, which are made integral with the wing, The
wing will be cut from a block thick enough for two panels orientated
with the top surfaces facing, I prefer this approach because much of
the foam I get is about 3" thick so it can be used also for fuselage
shells, and at this thickness cutting two panels from on block wastes
less foam, Besides that, the foam block remains thicker and stronger
for longer during the manufacturing process, and is easier to handle
with less risk of breakage or twisting,

The process almost takes longer to describe than to do, so don't be
put off if the following description seems a little lengthy, A pair of wing
panels can easily be cut and skinned in an evening, and of course the
more you do the quicker the process will become. Working with a
friend, I have cut and skinned four pairs of panels in about four hours,
including coffee breaks. Of course when producing several sets there
are some jobs that can be overlapped, and others than can be han
dled in parailel when there are two pairs of hands, so it wouldn't have
worked out at one set per hour, but given some practice and having all
wols, templates and materials to hand, an hour and a half or there
abouts is not an unreasonable time to achieve.
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Cutting the block
This topic was covered in an earlier instalment, and the cutting jig
described there is shown in use in Figul'e 14.9 (though usually the
bow would be held at each end or in the centre]. Before cutting the
block to size it is important to verify that it is thick enough: to cut two
panels face-ta-face from a single block it should be at least 5/8" thick
er than twice the thickness T of the thicker end of each panel (Fig.
14.10) to allow for a minimum of 3/16" waste W1 to be removed
from each external face, and for a minimum of 1/4" separation W2
between the panels. More than this is preferable, especially between
the panels, and a total excess nearer 1" is more comfortable to deal
with. If cutting only one panel from the .block, it must be at least 3/8"
thicker than the thicker end of each panel, though again slightly more
will be found to be better. Many common aerofoil sections range in
thickness between 9% and 11 %. so as a rough guide the maximum
thickness of an aerofoil of 10" chord will be around 1", requiring a
minimum block thickness of some 2. 3/4", with 3" being preferable. If
the block is much too thick excessive waste can be avoided by first
skimming off a slab, provided that is itself thick enough to be of some
use, perhaps for small wings or tailplanes and fins. If the sweep
angles of leading and tl'ailiFlg edges are so similar that it is not obvious
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Match chord-line here (as usual) and here

reduce the risk of further movement, thell continue to pin through che
remaining mounting holes until all are filled [Fig. 14.15) Be particu,
larly careful not to insert the pins at all angle, or they may protrude
through the intended cut surface and deflect or stop the hot wire.
resulting in a seriously flawed and possibly irreparable wing panel.

If you are using templates on which the chord lines do not pass
directly through their tail ends, then the chord lines should be drawn
on the ends of the block by connecting the mar'ks made on the long
edges, so enabling the templates to be set correctly (Fig. 14.16).

Use more supports here
if needed

wedge support and lead-out pinned to foam block.
lNhen fixing, ensure that template is not moved and that

block stays in contact with bench,
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Making the first cuts
Invert the block so that the templates are at tile top, and insert
wedges of balsa under their trailing edges to SUppOl't them and to act
as lead,outs for the hot wire [Fig. 14.17), With mar's supports at

Use balsa stack
to give identical
position at each

corner/
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Mark block at this height ( H + W1 ) above base
where W1 is about 3/16" minimum

whichever works better. A 5/8" stack is easily made from a piece of
1/2" balsa and one of 1 /8", whereas to make 9/32" will need at
feast three pieces. The stack can then be used to mark lines, using a
fine'point felt- or fibre-tipped pen (Fig. 14.13), on the long edges at
eil corners of the block (Fig. 14.13, inset), so avoiding the task of
,T,easuring at each; four can be marked with the block on one face,
and then It must be turned over to mark the remaining four. This prac
c:ce ensures that ail marks are made at exactly the same distance
from [he external faces, thereby setting all chord lines precisely paral·
,el to the faces of the block, appropriate only when no washout is to
bf'~orporated, of course

In many cases, however, washout will be required. Usually this will be
specified as a measurement rather than an angle (e.g. 3/16"
washout at tip]. When panels are cut top'to'top the trailing edge of
the tip is raised to incorporate washout, so all that is necessary to set
the tip template at the correct angle is to add more wood to the stack
before marking the position of the chord line on the trailing edge of
the block at the tip end (Fig. 14.14). Be careful to check that the
thickness of the waste between the panels remains acceptable. If it
becomes too thin, try raising the tl'ailing edge and dropping the lead,
ing edge each by half the amount of washout.

Once all the marks are made, the templates can be pinned in place.
Locate the leading edge line against the front edge of the block, with
the chord line [or the registration hole] precisely on the mark on the
front edge. Adjust the tail end of the template so that it locates pre'
cisely against the mark on the back edge of the block, and ['e-adjust
the front end of the template if necessary. When both ends are in
position, insert one pin near the front and one near the back to

------------------------------------------ --A~I~
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Example:

For 30" span, spacing would be 20" and 10"

For 24" span and chords of 6" and 10" (3 : 5)
spacing would be 15" and 9" (5 : 3)

Figure 14.20 Grip for One-handed Cutting
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other points if the template is not firmly held in place by the pins.
Orientate the block with the trailing edge towards the bench edge. and
weight it and if necessary fix a stop to the bench.

Before using the bow, switch it on and with a thick pad of folded
kitchen towel wipe the wire clean. Then switch it off and position it so
that the wire rests at the corners between the leading edge of the
templates and the block (Fig. 14.18). Pull the wire against the foam
and switch on the power to the bow, whereupon the wire should begin
to cut. Check the wire against the marks on the foam snd adjust the
speeds of the ends of the bow to maintain position [Fig. 14.15). This
is more easily done if the bow is gripped at each end, also enabling
the pressure of the wire on the templates to be controlled better. It is
important not to put too much weight on the templates, especially
when cutting low-density foam, so that they are not shifted or even dis
lodged. Too much pressure is also more likely to make the wire snag if
there are any minor imperfections on the edge of the templates, and
to cut into them if they are made of one of the softer materials.

However, when you become more adept you may prefer to hold the
bow with one hand, leaving the other free to steady the foam and con
trol the wire temperature. The placement of the hand in the one-hand
ed gf'ip should be off-centre towards the wider end of the wing (not as
shown), unless it is cf constant chord. This applies more pressure to
the end of the wire that needs to go faster, bwt still gives some degree
of com:rol to adjust the relative speeds of the ends: the best position
for the grip divides the length of wire between the templates in the
inversl'l ratio of the chords at each end (Fig. 1'1.eO). The bow must
be held in a way th~t 5upport5 it5 weight but allows each end to settle
at its own speed which, when the bow is pulled directly forwards, will
be roughly in proportion to the distance it has to cover. though the
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ends still need monitoring, and adjustment is less precise than when
holding the bow at each end. Cutting one-handed is particularly difficult
when the block being cut is short in comparison to the length of Lhe
wire, so if you prefer working this way you will find it helpful to have
bows of different lengths.

Despite all efforts, it may be that one end of the wire exits from the
block before the other. In this case it is important to hold the firs!: end
that comes out on the lead-out as near the block as is possible With
out it continuing to melt the foam. If it is moved too far on a sloping
lead-out it will cause the wire remaining in the foam to cut the wrong
line. When the other end comes out, the middle may still be lagging,
so that end too must be held similarly until the whole of the wire is
free. As soon as his heppens, lift it clear and wipe it again to remove
any residue of melted foam, then turn off the power.

Now the templates can be removed and placed in position ready to
cut the bottom face of the second panel. Reassemble the whole block,
taking care to replace the waste removed by the first cut precisely In
its original position. Failure to do this may cause the rest of the block
to distort, giving a bad result. For the second cut, the reassembled
block is placed on the bench the other way up, so that the surface
being cut is uppermost as was the first. Proceed then as for the first
cut, and remove the templates from the block.

Finishing the cut surfaces
Examine the surfaces to see whether they are pitted where there hevE
been cavities in the foam, or where the hot wire has hit a pocket of
moisturl'l in the foam causing it to boil into steam and blow a hole, If
the wire has lifted from the template, there will be a ridge, and if it
has dwelled too long in one place there may be a furrow. Even IT the
surface is perfect, it may be covered in thin strings of melted foam.
and these should be removed before the skin is applied, Strings and
ridges can be removed by sanding, The removal of ridges should be
done first, and is done best with a long rigid sanding block, taking care
not to sand a flat on the surface of the foam. Strings are easily
removed, and the risk of sanding a flat reduceu. with a flexible sanding
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Cutting
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Preparing the skins
Lt eh,s pOint I usuaily cut and mark up all four skins, even though two
3r'e nOt required immediately. Be careful when handling veneer as it is
:::rO<1eto splitting across the grain when put under even light strain,
and even more so if it is very dry; it is easier to handle - but still quite
;raglle - when it has bee;o stored in a moderately humid atmosphere

Use the waste pieces of foam that have been removed by the cutting
'-"',.'ork out how many sheets of veneer will be needed. allowing a

an excess round the edges (say about 3/8" and certainly no less
than 1/4") to facilitate positioning them on the foam. When laying out
the skins. besides trying to make most economical use of the veneer
it is !mporeant to orientate the veneer correctly in relation to the wing.
To or-oduce the maximum lengthways bending strength in the wing, the
grain of the veneer should be aligned as olosely as possible to the
;:;uar;::e~-chor'd !ine. but some small deviation from this is usually
accePtable. and tne grain oan be set up parallel to the leading edge
(Fig. 14.22) unless the wing has a very high taper. The upper and
,Qwer skins must have Identical grain direotions or there will be more
c:oe8ntial for the wing to develop a twist over time. On a full-chord wing
.c IS ,mpLlrtan~ to c,y to errange the skins so that the grain is not par
aHe: co the trailing edge, where the wing is thinnest, as this will
increase che pocentlal foi' the t~ailing edge to crack or even break off.
Depelldlng on t',e sizes of the wing and the veneer. you may need tI.'II0

or sometimes four sheets.

Most sheets of veneer have one side rougher than the other, and
chls '-ough Side is used for all markings as it will be bonded to the
foam and therefore will not be seen on the finished wing is the one to
be glued to the foam. so lay the appropriate number of sheets on the
bench rough side uppermost. For each panel there must be two skins
of opposite hand, so mark them up to indicate where they are to go
[e.g. PB = port bottom. ST = starboard top), and mark the leading
edge to avoid confusion later (Fig. 14.23. A), Cut the veneers with a
large pair of scissors, or a knife and straightedgeif preferred. When
cutting veneer vvith scissors, do not let the scissors close completely
on each stroke, or the veneer will almost always split along the line of
most embarrassment. and. If using a knife and straightedge. cuts
across the grain should be made in such a way that if a split occurs it
is most likely to go into the waste rather than into the piece (Fig.
14.23, BI. Sometimes pieces are so close together that the waste is
very narrow. when extra care must be taken. Small splits can be
repaired with cyano before any other adhesive is applied, and any
imperfections showing on the good side cleaned up after the skin is
attached: if the veneer is very dry, it may be necessary to moisten it
i1ghtly along the split co help the cyano to bond. 11

Figure 14.22 Laying Out a Veneer Skin

o:;!·j (Fig. 14.21) moved diagonally across any surface cUI'vature, but
·~,.,isshould be left until any furrows and holes in need of filling are
cealt With. It is not necessary to fill them all; random holes up to 1/4"
or even 3/8" across can usually be ignored, though a group of them
ciose together may need attention or there may be too little surface
er"a around them for the skins to adhere to securely. If any furrows
ere in a'!idence they will often be at the narrow end of the block.
vlhere wire dwell is more prevalent, but if the wire has snagged 011 a
mug" templare rh"y could be at either end and even across the full
s;Jan Short. narrow [under 1/8" wide) furrows may also be ignored
Dut will not hurt for being filled; bigger ones must be filled or the skin
over them will evencually split.

Lightweight: idler IS the best to use, and blemishes should be filled
snd left lust proud of the surface; some modern fillers claim not to
'lcve 3;oy shr;:,kage when dry, but I have never found one that lives up
:0 ehis. When dry, a solid sanding block should be used take the filler
:sck co the surface of the foam - beware of flats again - and then any
5:••n·;5 can be sanded off, taking care also not to round off any of the
=oges. I prefer to give all my wings a light sanding with a moderately
coarse-grit pad anyway, as this takes off any shiny surface left by the
hot ~vir:; to give a better key for the adhesive.


